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Introduction to Sign & Graphic
Imaging Middle East
SGI has the distinction of being the first printer and signage expo of every calender
year. Since no other inkjet printer and signage expo has been successful elsewhere
in the Emirates, the SGI trade show in Dubai continues to be popular.
IEC is the organizer of SGI; this year they had the challenge of doing the expo at an
unexpectedly early date in January. Fortunately the date for 2015 is a few weeks
later, so this should increase attendance.
We at FLAAR enjoy the Dubai expo and every day during the trade show we visited
with the distributors in hundreds of booths. Lots and lots of print shop owners and
managers from the Emirates, from Pakistan, Iran, and many other countries came
up to say hello and thank us for the availability of the FLAAR Reports. All the print
shop owners indicate how much these reports help them make business decisions
(on what expo to attend; what brands of printers, inks, media, cutters or laminators
are reliable; and what new products are worth looking at; plus they appreciate the
discrete advisories on what things to avoid).
There are many ways to write a general introduction and walk-though of a large
printer trade show: by looking at the workflow of printing, or more easily, by looking at product categories. Since we are orienting all our web sites during 2014 to a
focus on the workflow sequence, I decided to organize this report on Sign & Graphic
Imaging on a product category basis, since several aspects of the workflow, such as
color management, coating, and finishing (especially coating) were not the focus of
this particular venue: SGI was great for solvent printers, media, and CNC routers. Plus
T-shirt printer options were nicely represented. UV-cured and water-based printers
were also present.
First let’s look at the major distributors, then at the product categories.
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Sign & Graphic Imaging Middle East registration area.

Dubai World Trade Centre general view.
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If a particular booth is not included in this edition, it is either because the booth was roped
off the hour before the expo opened, or there was a food cart in front of the booth. Or, the
photo of the booth is in one of the other editions.
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“Zones” tended
to be empty
The CarWrap Zone was a good idea, but was empty 75% of
the time (not on person to do any wraps). But on the few occasions when someone turned up to actually do wraps, there
was a good crowd.
A few booths were also empty. In other expos if an exhibitor
fails to turn up then that booth has the brand name removed
and is either closed off with a solid wall or turned into an
open sitting area for attendees.

For 2015 we hope to see more company booths in this hall, especially ink companies.
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Hopefully if the better date for 2015 will make it easier for companies outside the Middle East to attend, though there are
very traditional Chinese New Year celebrations which make it tough for Chinese companies to send a full team plus equipment during some dates.
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FLAAR Staff at SGI2014

Nicholas Hellmuth at d-gen Dubai distributor booth, Giffin Graphics.
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Mani N. (Wellcare Infotech Managing Director) Nicholas Hellmuth (FLAAR President) Mr. Sam Leong (Sam Ink owner) at
Wellcare Infotech.

Pablo Martínez, FLAAR staff member, reviewing diferent booths.
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Distributors & Manufacturers (printers)
In some countries there are dozens of small to mid-sized distributors; in other words, lots of different distributors. USA is a
good example.
In other countries, there are several really large distributors; their booths fill the major aisles: South Africa is a good example
(GSW is one of the larger booths each year); Turkey is another example (Fleksmedia, Pimms are two really large distributors). Brazil has Sign Supply (with over 70 retailers around Brazil).
The SGI expo in Dubai is also an example of a country with several really large distributors: Saga is the newest (for efi VUTEk,
Memjet technology (RTI Vortex) and more). Signtrade is traditionally the largest booth at the Dubai printer expo.
Digimatrix, Wellcare, Helios, Flex-Europa, System Middle East (Mutoh), Multisys, CMYK, Copatra, SMS, Business Point, Giffin are the larger of the booths with wide-format inkjet printers, inks, and/or media. For products other than printers, Blue
Rhine was also in the “large booth” category.

In a separate FLAAR Report we discuss each and every distributor. You can order this full-color report by asking to
be invoiced by e-mailing FrontDesk@FLAAR.org
In other instances the logo and brand name of the manufacturer is what is front and center (meaning the logo of the
manufacturer is larger than the logo of the distributor): Roland, Epson, Fujifilm, Canon, and HP all had prominent booths.

DigiMatrix
Digi Matrix is the larger of the distributors of Dilli. I have visited
the Dilli factory in Korea and respect their engineering and
manufacturing expertise.
Signtrade
This is the largest booth area every year.

Notable at SGI Dubai are several manufacturers who have their printers or logos in more than one distributor’s booth: Seiko
had significant presence at this SGI expo. Dilli, D.G.I., d-gen also had dual presence.
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Wellcare
We have visited the ink production facilities of Sam Ink in Singapore twice. Plus we have done site-visit case studies of
their after-market latex ink.
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Simple Media Solutions (SMS) booth.
Giffin Graphics booth.

BUY NOW
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Helios booth.

BUY NOW

We do our best to show as many of
the distributor booths as possible; so if
your booth is not on this page, it is may
be on one of the other pages. Since
most corporate e-mail systems have
a size limit for e-mail attachments, we
can’t show all our photos in any single
PDF.
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AGFA Jeti Titan 3020 UV printer.

UV-Cured Printers
efi VUTEk, Dilli, Oce in the booth of Canon and
Fujifilm, and RTZ Flora each had more than
just one lone UV-cured printer: of these brands
there were at least two major examples at the
expo. Three brands of Chinese printers were
visible; of these, two factories had their printers rebranded, as is typical outside China.
For every major expo around the world there
are separate FLAAR Reports at TRENDs level,
which list every brand and also every single
individual UV-cured printer.
Plus these TRENDs level reports provide commentary on which brands were absent and
which brands are moving ahead (and why
brands are falling behind).
I hope to see more of SUV in the future (solvent-UV-cured). This new technology was only
weakly represented.
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Flora PP 2512UV at CMYK Print Solution booth.

Dilli Neo RTR 3204D-W2 at DigiMatrix booth.
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efi Vutek QS3 Pro at Saga booth.

Saga Digital
I list Saga Digital since I have known Abdallah Ghalayini, Mehdi Berrada Baby and many of their staff for over six years (when they
worked at other companies).
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Seiko ColorPainter H2-104s printer.

Seiko I Infotech booth.

Solvent printers
Solvent based printers were displayed at every strength: eco, lite or mild, and full. Full-solvent were primarily from China
and Korea. It is notable how many brands and models of solvent printers were exhibited here.
Seiko ColorPainter M-64s at Seiko booth.
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In printer and signage expos in Western Europe you see Roland, Mimaki, Mutoh, and Seiko but rarely see any Chinese
solvent brands any more.
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CMYK Print Solution is other Dubai authorized dealers for Seiko II.
Graphic International is one of the Dubai authorized dealers for Seiko II.
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Seiko II offers both lite/mild and the new ColorPainter M64s offers eco-solvent. Seiko had a noticeably strong presence
(in two large booths).
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Latex printers
Four different models of HP latex printer were on exhibit: the newest HP Latex 3000 and older earlier models also. The new
HP Latex 3000 is a fascinating technology. It will be interesting to see how long it takes a 5-meter width to be finished.
No Chinese latex printers any more: the one brand was missing from Sign Istanbul in late 2013 and in Dubai in early 2014. I
expect to see it reappear at Chinese expos, but it is sad that most of 2013 they did not exhibit it outside China.
Most other “latex” printers have also stalled: Canon is the best example. Ricoh stalled two years in releasing their Ricoh
branded version of the equally delayed Mimaki latex printer. The Mimaki latex printer has potential of better color gamut
but HP spents tons of money for publicity and have put their large-format survival on the line for latex solutions. This is
quite a gamble, because all their solvent have been stopped already several years ago. No new grand-format UV-cured
have been available: and only one series of HP updates of otherwise ColorSpan vintage printers keeps them in the world
of UV-cured signage. So it will be interesting to see what new formulas they have for latex solutions to compete with the
rising success of efi VUTEk and Durst, who have done quite well with grand format UV-cured inks and printers.
What is a good feature of HP latex is that it offers innovative competition: eventually competitors will need to either further
improve their UV-cured options, or jump to SUV or water-based UV in order to offer innovation to compete with latex ink.
HP Designjet L28500 at HP booth.
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HP Latex 3000 at HP booth.

HP Scitex LX820at Dynagraph booth.
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D.G.I. from Korea exhibited in Copatra Graphics booth. The d-gen textile printer company, also of
Korea, was capably represented by Andrea Negretti. This internationally known brand of textile printers was in two major booths: Giffin Graphics and Flex-Europa. D-gen did test printing for FLAAR in the
booth of Giffin Graphics. Here you can see the colorful results (marigold flowers and fragrant tropical
fruits atop which are used by Maya peoples of Guatemala to give fragrance to incense from tree sap).

Textile Printers
In some parts of the world, such as Brazil, the
market for solvent printers is waning already
last year (2013) as markets open for textile
printers. In the Dubai expo, solvent printers
were still by far the primary offering, with UVcured second, and textile printers a distinct
third. This means there is considerable room
for growth and potential to display more
brands, more sizes, and more textile ink types
in 2015.
There are four main kinds of inks for textile
printing (plus of course you can use regular
signage inks for some fabrics but these signage inks are not considered “textile inks.”).
Printing onto transfer paper is still considered
the most sophisticated for soft signage, with
potential for most color pop. So it was good
to see Coldenhove Papier manager, Gijsbert
Harmsen, in the booth of Giffin Graphics.
We cover all the other textile printers, including the four brands from China, in a separate
specialized FLAAR Report on textile printers at
SGI 2014.
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Gijsbert Harmsen (Coldenhove Papier manager)
and Dr. Nicholas Hellmuth in the booth of Giffin
Graphics.
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Colorjet Softjet heating unit control panel.

Flora TX-3200DS at Flex Europa booth.
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Challenger FY-2306TX at Wellcare International booth.

d-gen Teleios at Giffin Graphics.
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T-shirt printers
A healthy selection of T-shirt printers were readily available at
SGI 2014. Key people from leading brands were present in various T-shirt booths. I met the same T-shirt experts here in Dubai
that I had earlier visited with at Sign Africa 2013 in Johannesburg a few months earlier.
Anajet mPower was in the Multisystem Technology booth.
Brother T-shirt printers were readily available elsewhere. Tonerbased printers were in the Magic Touch booth. Korean and Chinese T-shirt printers were also visible, as was Epson’s new T-shirt
printer in the Epson booth. So for T-shirts you had several ink
options plus toner. Thus even though SGI is not a screen printing expo, it nonetheless offered an excellent selection of T-shirt
options.
Although FLAAR is best known for wide-format inkjet evaluations, we are gradually moving to cover T-shirt printers, including toner-based chemistry. Thus it was helpful to have such a
thorough coverage of brands and ink types available at SGI. It
is also essential for a “signage expo” to expand beyond signage
and include additional kinds of printing, such as T-shirts.
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Hospitable Canon manager plus two key people from Shiraz RIP software company: Ramin Shahbazi (Director) and Farshad Eshraghi
(COO).

Water-based Printers
Fifteen years ago there were water-based printers in the booths of Mimaki, Mutoh, Roland, ColorSpan, Encad, HP and Epson. Today even most Chinese brands, such as Lecai are long ago switched to eco-solvent or UV-cured or textile (and over
90% with Epson DX piezo heads, not with thermal-based heads any more). But water-based printers offer many advantages, so it was nice to see Canon and other water-based printers at SGI Dubai expo 2014.
Since the Canon “outdoor printer” (exhibited at Canon expos in 2011) has never reappeared, there is not yet any Canon
resin or latex or solvent-based “outdoor” printer. So all the Canon printers are water-based. Indeed Canon offers more
water-based printers than all other brands combined!
The booth was full of attendees, so I probably did not get to each back corner where there may have been another printer.
We thank the team of Shiraz RIP software, Farshad Eshraghi, COO and Ramin Shahbazi, Director, for doing test prints for us
on Canon iPF printers. These test prints enable us to show the quality which Canon iPF series printers can produce.
HP is focused primarily on latex ink, which most ink chemists do not accept as really completely “water-based.” But there
tend to be at least one or two Z-series water based printer and perhaps one technical printer in HP booths at expos around
the world.
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The hospitable team in the Helios booth did test prints on an HP Z-series printer, so we could see the quality.
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Memjet-based MEMS printheaded printers
Memjet-based printers are still new, so not many expos have all the brands displayed. At SGI the Vortex was in fully functioning performance. MEMS printhead technology is still relatively new but it is good to see companies willing to take the
initiative to use such atypical printheads.

SGI2014

The team of OWN-X in the Saga booth facilitated doing test prints on the Vortex from RTI. Frankly the print quality was excellent. The Vortex can print awesome speeds. Indeed the quality on this print run was so impressive that I wrote an article
for the SGI Show Daily newspaper on this Memjet-based printer.

We took these nice prints back to our main office so our staff could roll them out so we could see the entire run. The 24”
media offesr a slight metallic cast.
We took these nice prints from the RTI Vortex back to our main office in Guatemala so our staff could roll them out. Now
you can see the entire run (printed in about 23 seconds!).
The 24” media has a slight metallic tint. The photographs are flowers of the Maya culture of Guatemala, visible on

www.maya-ethnobotany.org.

Laminators & Coaters
Several booths had laminators; most were made in China. At least one booth had the Kala laminators from France.
Coaters are different than laminators and are rarely exhibited. It would be helpful to see more options for coating machines
in 2015 as this chemistry can provide surface textures not available merely with lamination.
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CNC Routers, Flatbed Cutters, CO2 laser cutters
Lots of brands of traditional CNC routers from China. The brand we see often around the world is Tiger Tec;
here in Dubai in the Helios booth. The Saga booth had a Colex-branded cutter.
For major international brands of top tier XY flatbed cutters you could normally expect Zünd and Kongsberg.
But Kongsberg and other competing brands at this status such as Aristo were not physically present: only
their logos were on the wall of their distributors. So logically all the attention went to the impressive Zünd
G3 L2500 in the Canon booth. This is a coup for Zünd to be the premium top tier brand name at this expo.
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Sam Ink exhibited at Wellcare International booth, this company is one of their authorized distributors in Dubai.

Inkjet Ink
Only about one Chinese ink manufacturer had their own booth. Any other ink made in China was sold here
as rebranded under different names. Ink from India, Taiwan and Korean was visible if you took time to look
at the label of every bottle in every booth, but in general there were ten-times more booths of branded
media than branded ink.
Sam Ink from Singapore was present primarily in the Wellcare booth. Since I have been to the Sam Ink factory twice, and since I have visited end-users with experience with this brand, I can more easily write about
a brand.
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STSSTS
InkInks
booth.
booth.

ICC Colors booth.
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Media & Substrates

It was nice to see Gopi Menon and his hospitalble team from TechNova Imaging Systems, India. My visit to TechNova headquarters
in India was one of the first distributor evaluation visit which I undertook, over twelve years ago.
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Starflex and Verseidag had the largest booths of any media producer. Then there were dozens of booths of Chinese
media, plus media in booths of Dubai distributors. There were so many kinds of media available that we have a separate
FLAAR Report on media at SGI 2014. But we do wish to show a photo of at least one nice media booth, with inverted
corrugated core and honeycomb sandwich board material in the Digitec booth.

SGI2014

3M had a visible presence in the Signtrade booth. Their Traffic Safety display was well designed and nicely presented. It was also pleasant to visit with Kinan Aljazairi and his colleagues. Kinan is now at 3M (Safety & Graphics Business Group). I had done a factory visit
about four years ago to the company where he worked previously.

In general there were scores more
booths of major international media
brands than there were booths of ink
brands. I tend to notice innovative
displays: here is a nice concept in the
booth exhibiting Arlon substrates.
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Toner-based Printers
Although we at FLAAR specialize in evaluation of wide-format inkjet, we also evaluate some narrow-format printers. Plus
we do evaluate some brands of toner printers.
It would be nice if digital presses were exhibited at a future SGI; but they tend to be in a totally separate expo. Yet Graphics
of the Americas used to have both Indigo and inkjet presses in past years. Nonetheless several booths at SGI had Oki tonerbased printers at SGI 2014. Two of these books did test prints of FLAAR images; the quality was good. Toshiba had a booth
but there is not time to have tests done in every booth and Oki is a brand I already recognize for pretty good quality for its
desktop size and reasonable cost.

Here are the FLAAR Reports staff holding the full range of results from the printers in the intec booth. Intec is the company
which also printed the daily news (produced by ME Printer magazine).

The main OKI printer booth also did print
samples. Frankly in most cases the prints
from OKI are very good. As soon as we can
have an OKI A3 (tabloid) size printer in our
office which can do 12x18 inch sheets, we
can show the results comparing OKI with
Xerox, Canon, HP, and other expensive
brands.

The team at intec booth did print samples for FLAAR. Here is Dr Hellmuth in their booth.
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Xerox, HP Indigo, Xeikon, etc are the well
known production printers, but with a cost
over $100,000+; Oki is more a desktop printer but for a work team, for in-house samples,
or for a mid-sized business, wow, sure is easier to buy an Oki pro810 or 910 or pro930
Tabloid Color Printer than pay $144,000 and
up for the other brands.
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Trade Show Organizer booths
We are pleased to see when a trade show offers complimentary booths to other trade shows. However often the other
trade show staff don’t actually set up their booth. So the representative from the Malaysia trade show was not present in
her booth (someone else was occupying it).

Trade Magazines
ME Printer was the official magazine of the trade show. So they published a trade show daily. FLAAR provided articles for
the first day and the third day (on the VORTEX with MEMS Memjet printhead technology).
Global Signs Magazine Korea is active around the world. POPSign magazine was next to the KoSIGN booth. PrintWeek MEA
had a booth with attendants on duty. Several other magazine booths were rarely occupied.
Several other trade magazines had no booth but had their chief editors present, so I met with a lot of these editors: I received copies of Sign & P.O.P. WORLD (India) and received from Joju Adekanbi acopy of of his to print magazine (Nigeria),
plus packaging MEA from Benjamin Daniel.
FLAAR actively supports trade magazines around the world: we write for
• ME Printer for the Middle East
• PUBLISH for Russia
• Practical Publishing for South Africa (Practical Sign + Digital Graphics)
• Sign & Digital Graphics for North America
• Vision Digital, Mexico
We are considering writing articles on toner printers, as these magazines are also asking us for evaluations of products in
this field.
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D-PES (Guangzhou expo) had a booth and their representative was at work around all the halls every single day. He was the
same pleasant hard-working individual as I saw working for D-PES at Sign Istanbul a month or so before the Dubai expo.
D-PES is clearly a focused and healthy trade show.
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Modern architecture
of Dubai is stunning
To see spectacular modern architecture the cities
of China are amazing. But
the architecture of Dubai
is also worth experiencing. All together there are
so many remarkable modern buildings in Dubai that
the skyline makes the visit
memorable. Since the background of FLAAR is in archiFREE DOWNLOAD
tecture, and since ironically
HOK Architects (Hellmuth, Obata + Kassabaum) did
the master plan for the winning Dubai world expo
2020 proposal, I especially enjoy visiting Dubai to
see the architecture. But most people from around
the world enjoy the shopping (and the fact that the
city is safe from most crime).
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Dubai is the shopping
center of the world
Ironically it is shopping which is the #1 attraction that Dubai
offers all the countries within a radius of a thousand kilometers.
Dubai is a popular destination: lots of shopping opportunities. Plus Dubai is safe: almost no crime here. There is a
separate FLAAR Report on Dubai as a destination.
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And plenty of airlines use Dubai as a hub. We recommend
Emirates airline; often I travel on Delta. We suggest avoiding
Lufthansa: seats too small; too cramped; plus they do not
provide all expected perks of OneWorld alliance of which
they are supposed to be members.
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Meeting & Greeting Industry Colleagues
We attended three evening events: the IEC event the first night, a private dinner with one of the leading distributors the
second night, and a private dinner with one of the major distributors the third night. We met lots of people during these
dinner, from many countries around the world.
There are many reasons to attend a trade show:
• To see the newest trends
• To inspect equipment, inks and media
• To be able to compare and contrast different products (you can’t do this at any Open House since there you see only
one brand).
• To meet with industry colleagues.
So we show here a visual display of a sample of the people we visited and interacted with during SGI 2014. There are
equivalent numbers of business cards from earlier years.
Ryan Crist, Consultant with WhatPrintersNeed.com, attended the Expo with Dr. Hellmuth. Ryan operates a consulting and
advisory group, dedicated to help vendors to the printing industry become more relevant and effective to the end-user,
being the print-shops. He is currently an advisor for FLAAR on workflow, plus preparing FLAAR Reports on MIS software
and the software to allow print shops to receive print orders from other countries.
Ryan was a student of Dr. Hellmuth at BGSU and has grown is practice to become a globally-respected source of knowledge for what print shops need.

Commentary
Canon has done an excellent job in assimilating Oce UV-cured printers. Indeed Canon has set a record for intelligent management of a corporate take-over of another brand and another technology (UV-cured printers, for signage applications).
We cover in our TRENDs level reports what Canon did well (and what other companies have not done as well when taking
over other brands, such as WIFAG when they took over L&P Digital).
Would be great to see more exciting innovative inks: Sepiax has been sold and is presently not exhibited widely for almost
two years. None of the alcohol-based inks were successful: neither ink from Italy circa 2008 nor from Taiwan circa 2010. Epoxy ink has not been continued in USA. SUV shows the most promise but was not featured whatsoever in the Dubai expo:
present but no excitement surrounding the printer, and no new brands.
It would also be nice to see more water-based UV-cured dual-curing ink printers; these were shown at Drupa 2012 and I
hope to see them at FESPA 2014 in Munich.
Considering the unexpectedly early date, considering the world economy, and realizing that expos such as VISCOM
throughout Europe have downsized (or in Spain have collapsed), you can see that SGI has done acceptably. We at FLAAR
study and evaluate expo success (or failure): for example, Sign Istanbul 2013 did very well despite intense competition.
Sign Middle East has almost no competition (which has advantages and disadvantages: competition creates a need for innovation. For example: SGIA in USA is now the leader because the short-lived FESPA attempt to set up a “FESPA Americas”
made other expo organizers nervous. Plus SGIA is stuck with Print (Graph Expo) just a few weeks before).
It will be interesting to see whether SGI decides to become more international, whether SGI decides to add a wider range
of applications and more of the workflow. Or whether SGI will continue to be content as the #1 wide-format and signage
expo in the Emirates.
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Ryan Crist (Consultant with WhatPrintersNeed.com), Pablo Martínez (FLAAR staff), Dr. Nicholas Hellmuth (FLAAR President)
and Mr. Sam Leong (Sam Ink Owner), at IEC dinners, from many countries around the world.
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Meeting people in the industry is part of an expo

SGI2014
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Meeting people is part of attending an expo
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So these cards represent a good percentage of the people whose booths I visited or who I met in the aisles.
SGI 2015 will also be a good venue for getting to know both the printers, inks, media, software, cutters, and
other signage supplies and equipment: plus meeting and learning from the key people in the wide-format
industry of the Middle East.

These business cards show the
brand names of many of the major distributors (there are more
distributors exhibiting than
there is space in this section to
show them all, but at least here is
a good sample).
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Since we have attended SGI for
many many years, we do not
need business cards of people
we already know, but for this
2014 report we wanted to emphasize the “forgotten” benefit
of a trade show: interacting with
colleagues in the signage and
graphics printing industry.
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Follow us

FLAAR_Reports

This report has been licensed to IEC to distribute, since they are
the organizers of SGI, Sign & Graphics Imaging (Sign Middle
East), Dubai. But this report has not been licensed to any printer
manufacturer, distributor, dealer, sales rep, RIP company, media
or ink company to distribute. So if you obtained this from any
company, other than IEC or their associates, you have a pirated
copy.
Also, since some reports are occasionally updated, if you got
your version from somewhere else, it may be an obsolete edition. FLAAR reports are being updated all year long, and our
comment on that product may have been revised positively
or negatively as we learned more about the product form end
users.
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Nicholas Hellmuth

PLEASE NOTE
To obtain a legitimate copy, which you know is the complete
report with nothing erased or changed, and hence a report
with all the original description of pros and cons, please obtain
your original and full report straight from www.large-formatprinters.org.or other web sites in our network such as www.
wide-format-printers.NET.
Your only assurance that you have a complete and authentic
evaluation which describes all aspects of the product under
consideration, benefits as well as deficiencies, is to obtain these
reports directly from FLAAR, via the various sites in our network.
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